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Comments to accompany: “Discriminate Deterrence” The Report of the Commission on 
Jntegrarcd Long Rnnge Strategy, chaired by Fred Iklc and Albert Wohlstattcr, released I/12/88 

Ocneral appraisnl: “Discriminate Deterrence” is an excellent account of the saategy that 
should govern our military posture. It gave limited consideration, 3s out of its chtugt, to 
many other important areas: notably foreign policy, diplomacy, alliance building, internrttionul 
economic and cultur31 relationships, and iulns control. The outcomes of these will, of course, 
feed back imponantly to the implementation of military strategy. 

Of course, I fimlly endorse the view th3t arms control must be fully integrated with our 
strategic @icy. Consistent with that, I wouId place more emphasis than does the report on 
opportunities to meet certain goals that we share with the Soviet Unton in respect to 
substarltial reduction in strategic arms, subject of course to well established principles of 
verification, enforcement, an,? Icaving c3ch side more secure than it is before, 

The report xpeatedly insists th3t the deterrence of w3r is vastly preferable to fighting it. It 
may b: impossible to strc~ !!ris sufficiently. In 3 clear minded way, the report shows how we 
must build capabilities we would prefer never ro have to use; and that capabilities 3re not very 
credible unless coupled with the reliable intention to use them when circumstances demand: 
they cannot be sheer bluff and stil deter. Any use of military force has u11savory 
consequences that most people wouId prefer not to think about. Obviously, it is the task of 
our militctry cstnblishment to be prepared to m3ke that use; and it is the burden of our policy 
to sustain our military in a state of capable readiness, without their having to fire their 
weapons in anger. 

The most vuluablc contribution of the report is its pointer to two related themes: 1) Iesscninc 
our relisnce on nuclear wtnpons -- which we arc the most unlikely to use short of central 
chullenges to survival, and 2) recognizing that there are many dangers in the world, *and will 
be more in future, that are not immediutely connected with constraining the expansion of the 
Soviet empire. 


